[Linkage of familial combined hyperlipidemia to chromosome 1q21-23 in Chinese and German families].
To examine familial combined hyperlipidemia (FCHL) families from nonisolated regions in China and Germany to see if we could corroborate support for a chromosome 1q FCHL locus in more general populations. We recruited 24 German families with 133 members and 12 Chinese families with a total of 81 members in China. The markers ApoA2, D1S1677, D1S104, and D1S194 were examined by multipoint linkage analysis. Multipoint linkage analysis allowing for heterogeneity gave a maximum LOD score (HLOD) of 1.97 right over D1S194, estimating the proportion of linked families at 17%. This marker was adjacent to D1S104. The evidence for linkage was roughly the same both in the German (13%, HLOD(D1S194) = 1.08) and Chinese families (proportion of linked families 26%, HLOD(D1S194) = 0.97). In the light of the relatively small numbers and the heterogeneity our populations represent, we interpret our observations as encouraging support for the recent findings indicating the presence of linkage for FCHL on chromosome 1q21-23.